
TOWN OF PRESQUE ISLE 

ZONING COMMITTEE & PLAN COMMISSION 

Minutes Feb. 9, 2021, 8:30am, Meeting held by Zoom 

Members Present – all by Zoom:  Dick Hemming ; Carl Schoenecker;  Peggy Johnson; Paul Specht;  Al 

Drum; and PPP members Carmen Farwell; Barb Peck; Eric Benn; also Marshall Reckard.   Chairmen Dick 

Hemming opened the meeting at 8:35 am. Motion to approve the agenda by Al Drum, second by Paul 

Specht. All Aye. Motion to approve the minutes of the Regular Meeting held Jan. 26, 2021 meeting, by 

Carl Schoenecker. with a second by Al Drum.  All Aye.  

Paul Specht initiated a review of the goals and objectives of Chapter 2 stating the draft document did 

not need a complete re-write but rather the Committee should add or subtract those goals or objectives 

it deemed necessary or felt strongly about in each of the eight chapters. 

Barb Peck countered that each Chapter should contain only one or two items for the town to actually 

work on and implement. 

 Eric Benn thought that many of the more lofty goals should be left in place to form a framework for a 

larger strategic long term plan.  He noted the town contained many dedicated citizens who might work 

toward implementing only certain items in the plan. 

Al Drum said Barb’s comments resonated with him and we should note 2 or 3 items of each Chapter’s 

list to have the town concentrate on in the next decade.  His choice was #10 relating to septic issues in 

Chapter 2. 

Paul Specht felt we should retain all of the Objectives under the stated goal of “Maintain and enhance 

the aesthetic, ecological quality, function, and other values of the town’s land and water resources,”  

adding  and prioritizing those objectives we believe important for the next 10 years. 

Eric Benn favored reviewing and revising the objectives and then tasking or involving the relevant town 

committees under a new heading of strategies.  Al Drum noted that objective #6 would fit right in with 

that thinking and Dick Hemming used the proposed Wake Boat Ordinance as an example of where the 

Plan could be used to direct town actions and involve, for example, our several lake associations. 

Peggy Johnson Wiessner observed the significant town resources that had already been expended in 

furthering objectives 7, 8, and 9 by researching and documenting our lakes water quality levels – 

information which exists largely unknown and not updated in reports stored away in the library. 

Carmen Farwell thought perhaps we should add protecting groundwater resources to #11 but Al Drum 

noted that was wholly within the purview of the DNR. 

Eric Benn favored deleting the goal of “Preserve Forest Integrity” because it pertained mainly to 

commercial forest products and perhaps folding objective #2 relating to retaining large tracts into Goal 

#1.  There was discussion on whether the town had a forest management plan and where that fit into 

the comprehensive plan.  Eric proposed a goal directed toward the preservation of culturally significant 

structures and places as an addition to Chapter 2 



Moving onto Chapter 7, Paul Specht proposed adding three strategies under goal #1.  Those strategies 

pertained to developing a comprehensive Home Occupation Ordinance; developing a plan for a “smoke 

stack free” Business Park and planning for the creation of a moderate to low-income housing district 

perhaps using a form of cluster development. 

Dick Hemming noted we were no longer under the requirement that we maintain our current zoning 

map and wanted the committee to address how changing that map would affect planning and 

development.  Paul Specht favored developing a checklist to guide zoning changes and Eric Benn 

directed our attention to the objectives listed at the end of Chapter 7 for strengthening local control of 

land use divisions. 

Chapter 3 on Housing was briefly addressed.   Paul Specht observed the town needed more awareness 

of the multitude of housing and loan assistance programs available to further the development of low 

and moderate income housing and Eric Benn asked who in the town would properly do the work of 

monitoring that information.  He thought that the town might consider some taxing strategies to further 

the goal of rehabilitating existing housing if appropriate. 

Time constraints prohibited further work on the Plan and the meeting was adjourned by mutual consent 

at 10:35. 

Next meeting date was set for February 26, 2021 and members were to email the Secretary with specific 

language for the strategies discussed to be added to the draft Plan. 

 

Peggy Johnson Wiessner will notify Dennis Lawrence of our need for additional work on this draft Plan. 

Next Meeting is February 9, 2021 at 8:30 am.   

Motion to Adjourn by Peggy Johnson Wiessner, second by Carl Schoenecker.  Meeting adjourned at 

10:00 am 

Respectfully submitted by Peggy Johnson Wiessner, Secretary. 

 

 


